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by Dan Rabb
Dog owners who disregard city leash
laws or who don’t pick up their pooch’s
poo in public parks may feel a bit more
heat this summer.
An ordinance set to be approved
by the City Council would move the
city’s Animal Care and Control (ACC)
division from its current home in
Inspectional Services to the Parks and
Recreation Department starting in July,
a shift that both city officials and parks
advocates say will help crack down on
disrespectful dog owners.
“I think this is great news,” said

Friends of the Public Garden’s Margaret
Pokorny. “A lot of the problems in
many parks are with dogs and enforcement has been impossible. You’d have
to actually have to catch someone in the
act, so the rules basically had no teeth.”
Pokorny and other park advocates
say that dog owners allowing their pets
to run free outside of designated dog
parks has become a major problem
throughout Boston, creating unsanitary
conditions for other park users and
damaging expensive infrastructure.
While the ACC is meant to respond to
Continued on Page 2

We’re the Hot Spot
For Parking Tickets
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City Restructures
To Deal with Dogs
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by Dan Atkinson
Eight streets in downtown Boston
neighborhoods accounted for nearly
20% of the tickets issued by city parking
officers, according to city data.
Boylston and Newbury Streets

Mr. Hospitality Will
Celebrate 50 Years
By Dan Rabb
Tom Kershaw is throwing a party
Monday night, a fact that will surprise
few who know him.
Celebrating 50 years since he took
the keys of Beacon Hill’s venerable
Hampshire House and began a career
that would make him one of the most
influential figures in Boston’s hospitality
scene, the 80-year-old Kershaw will
transform the “Cheers” mansion into
a swanky casino. Guests will be issued
passports to be stamped as they travel
from level to level. He only wishes the
fête could continue past nine at night.
“It’s a school night, so we have to
wrap up earlier than we’d like to,” he
says with a shrug and laugh.
It’s the kind of party that those in
Boston’s connected classes have come
to expect from Kershaw, who over
Continued on Page 2

combined received more than 100,000
tickets, making Back Bay a hotbed for
parking violations.
Officials issued more than 1.39
million tickets in 2018 and about
270,000 were concentrated on and

intersecting with eight major roads,
according to a review by The Guardian.
City parking ticket data can list
violations at specific street addresses or
intersections.
Continued on Page 2

Graduated Deductions

The Gurnons: Emilie, Jack, Cassie, Sarah
Jack and Cassie Gurnon of Emilie and Sarah Gurnon
Beacon Hill qualified for twin just graduated from Cornell
tax deductions in 1997. While and will be entering Tufts’
those write-offs have ended, Graduate School of Veterinary
they are still benefiting. Science in the fall.
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Parking Tickets
Continued from Page 1
The Guardian reviewed information for Beacon,
Boylston, Charles, Newbury and Tremont Streets,
along with Commonwealth, Huntington and
Massachusetts Avenues. Boylston saw the most
tickets issued, with 53,751, while Newbury was
not far behind with 47,641 and Beacon also
cracking 40,000 with 42,836 violations.

Dogs
Continued from Page 1
such complaints made through the city’s
311 system, the agency’s response time
has generally been too slow to have an
impact.
“Those are complaints I get regularly
across the city,” said City Councilor

Tremont and Charles Streets were next, with
37,212 and 30,500 tickets respectively, followed by
Commonwealth with 29,290 tickets. Huntington
had 19,564 violations and Mass Ave only 11,200.
Tickets ranged from $40 for expired meters to
$100 for blocking a fire hydrant and $120 for
illegally parking in a handicap zone. Cars can also
be ticketed for violations like expired inspection
stickers.
City officials jacked up numerous parking
fees last year, raising the expired meter ticket to

Michael Flaherty, chair of the Council’s
Government Operations Committee,
which held a hearing on the ordinance
last Wednesday. “It’s the dogs off-leash
and then folks are told to call 311, and
they do, but by the time someone is
dispatched the dog has already gone to
the bathroom and the person is already
back home.”
City officials say Parks and
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$40 from $25 and increasing residential parking
violations from $40 to $60. The city transportation department tracks fines by fiscal year and
not calendar year. In fiscal 2018, which includes
the first half of the calendar year, the city pulled in
$60.7 million. In fiscal 2019, which includes the
back half of 2018 and the first half of 2019, the city
has taken in $63.3 million.
Boston Transportation Department (BTD)
spokeswoman Tracey Ganiatsos said that increase
over the two fiscal years was due to the higher

violation fees. While parking ticket revenue goes to
the city’s general fund, the increased fines would be
used for specific projects, she said.
“When parking fines were increased last fiscal
year the revenue was dedicated to a range of street
investments such as sidewalk reconstruction and
the creation of a Transit Team within BTD that
is working closely with the MBTA and engaging
with residents throughout the city to improve
public transit service and operations in Boston,”
Ganiatsos said.

Recreation’s familiarity with the city’s
public spaces and close relationship with
the non-profit friends groups, which
largely operate the parks, will facilitate
improved response times and allow the
agency to head off problems prior to
receiving 311 calls.
“Dog walkers tend to be habitual and
they tend to come and walk their dogs
or have their dogs off leash at certain
times,” said Parks Commissioner Chris
Cook. “We think there’s an opportunity to coordinate between those
community members and Animal Care

and Control, so it’s a more proactive
approach.”
Cook also says that Parks and
Recreation has both the expertise
and resources to improve education
and outreach to dog owners about
regulations and proper etiquette when
it comes to bringing their pet to a park.
The move to Parks and Recreation will
not affect the other services provided by
ACC, city officials say. The 18-person
department also handles pet licensing
and registration, animal adoption and
vaccination, inspections of pet stores

and veterinary clinics and management
of wildlife in the city such as coyotes and
bats.
According to Cook, the majority
of ACC’s work is in city parks, so
the bureaucratic reshuffling is just
streamlining and simplifying a working
relationship that is already in place.
“We work with [the ACC] on
almost a daily basis, and the majority
of their time is spent typically on our
properties,” he told the Government
Operations Committee. “We see this
issue as a formality.”

Hampshire

up being a blessing in disguise.
A trip to Bermuda inspired Kershaw
to build an authentic English pub,
then a novel concept in the US, in the
building’s basement. He traveled to
the UK to find craftsmen to build the
bar’s interior by hand before shipping it
to Boston. While it would be a decade
before Hollywood made the Bull &
Finch Pub a tourist mecca as the setting
for the sitcom “Cheers,” Kershaw says
the bar immediately became a hit with
locals.
“The pub was a success from the
beginning,” he says. “It became an
enormously popular neighborhood
bar.”
While the Bull & Finch has remained
the Hampshire House Corporation’s
one constant, the floors above it have
seen a progression of clubs and restaurants. The first floor alone has been a
disco called Discotheque Bibliotheque,
a private drinking club called Quaffers
and The Library restaurant, among
others.
Today, the Hampshire House itself is
home to the “Cheers” set bar, made to
look like the bar in the hit TV series, as

well as a merchandise store and a series
of function rooms. The company has
also expanded beyond the walls of the
building, opening a second Cheers at
Faneuil Hall, purchasing 75 Chestnut,
and opening a Seaport location of the
bistro.
Even as Kershaw celebrates the past
50 years, the octogenarian is looking
ahead to the future of his company
and what lies ahead for tourism in the
city of Boston. He says while Cheers
has remained a draw for Boston’s older
tourists, it has been challenging to keep
the traditionalist menus of his restaurants aligned with more adventurous
tastes of younger consumers.
He also worries that even as Boston
chases new tourist markets by adding
international flights, the city and
state are not doing enough overseas
marketing.
For now, however, Kershaw is simply
looking forward to Monday night,
when 500 guests are expected to pack
into the Hampshire House and there is
no doubt that everybody will know his
name.

Continued from Page 1
five decades has channeled his natural
proclivity for hosting and entertainment
into growing the Hampshire House
Corporation into an iconic collection
of Boston brands. From Cheers, to the
eponymous mansion itself, to stalwart
bistro 75 Chestnut.
Kershaw has also been a leader in
the area’s ever evolving tourism and
hospitality industry. He chaired the
Greater Boston Convention and
Visitors Bureau for 18 years and served
as president of the Massachusetts
Restaurant Association.
As for whether he could envision the
success the past 50 years has brought?
Kershaw says that when he bought the
Hampshire House property in 1969, he
wasn’t sure what to do with it.
According to Kershaw, his initial plan
was to convert the building into an
“Executive Townhouse” for traveling
businessmen, complete with secretarial
and translation services.
This plan falling through would end
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Downtown Boston

Before the Combat Zone
There Was Gay Times Sq.
by Mannie Lewis
Before the Combat Zone, lower
Washington Street was Gay Times
Square, a mecca of bright lights,
entertainment and a tolerance for
life beyond the societal norms of
heterosexuality.
In the early half of the 20th century,
Washington Street, between Essex
and Kneeland Streets, was home to
numerous theaters and bars, making it
a prime entertainment destination.
Prior to being plagued with strip
joints with names like The Naked i
Cabaret and the Pussycat Lounge, the
neighborhood was home to Playland,
the Petty Lounge and Touraine Cafe.
The gathering places drew an LGBTQ
crowd, while the local theaters, such
as the Stuart Theater and the Pilgrim,
created a show-business atmosphere
that New York’s Times Square is known
for.
Many of the bar owners in the area
often used bribery or connections with
organized crime to keep police from
raiding their establishments, according
to research from The History Project,
a Boston-based LGBTQ history
organization.
In the 1950s and 1960s, threats of
persecution and prosecution kept the
LGBTQ community underground,
making many of the bars on Washington
Street appealing.
The LGBTQ community has historically relied upon bars as gathering
places where one could safely be
open about sexuality, especially when
meeting other people who might secretly be homosexual or bisexual.
“You had to pick up signals, indirect
things,” said long-time South End
resident Lois Johnson, referring to the
difficult methods of meeting people
outside of “safe” bars. “If you went to
a place with a lot of other gay people,
you felt comfortable.”
The transformation of Gay Times

Downtown Parents
Love Plaza Redesign

Square into the Combat Zone was,
in part, a result of the redevelopment
of Scollay Square into Government
Center. Prior to the urban renewal
effort, Scollay Square was home to
many of the city’s seedier bars and
entertainment establishments. Many
businesses in the area that did not shut
down relocated to Washington Street.
This led to the proliferation of strip
clubs and pornographic movie theaters
in the area, which changed the district
into what became known as the Combat
Zone. Both because the increase in vice
attracted violent crime and because the
increase in scantily-clad women attracted more military men on leave.
A desire to avoid the crime of
the Combat Zone and the gradual
increase in societal tolerance for the
LGBTQ community contributed to
the establishment of new gathering
places in the South End into the 1980s,
opening a new chapter in the history of
Boston’s LGBTQ community.

By Joe Walsh
The upcoming project to renovate City
Hall Plaza aims to add new gathering
places for downtown residents, addressing a
burgeoning demand for public space in the
city’s second fastest growing neighborhood.
City officials unveiled preliminary designs
this week for the plaza’s already funded $60
million overhaul. The project is intended to
reinvigorate the often barren and unloved
space over the next three years.
The city plans to create amenities for

neighborhood residents like a playscape,
terraces for small-scale events and sitting
areas shaded by more than 100 trees. The
stairway between City Hall and the John F.
Kennedy Federal Building will be replaced
by an accessible, tree-lined walkway
connecting Congress and Cambridge Street.
Rishi Shukla, co-head of the Downtown
Boston Residents’ Association and father of
two, is excited to see a newly activated City
Hall Plaza with amenities for families. The
Continued on Page 8
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Crime &
Punishment
By Caroline Broderick
District 4: 650 Harrison Avenue, 617-343-4457
District A-1: 40 New Sudbury Street, 617-343-4627
Bon Voyage!
In the early afternoon of May 20, a District 4
officer took a walk-in report for stolen luggage.
The reported incident occurred on May 18
around 5:40 pm. The victim had arrived home
after a trip with luggage in-hand. The apartment
building’s elevator did not work, so the victim could
not carry the heavy luggage upstairs on her own.
The victim then had an epiphany: leave the
suitcase with all her valuables downstairs while she
runs to her unit to grab something. You’ll never
guess what happened next. After returning to the
apartment lobby, the suitcase was gone!
Bon voyage to that luggage and all the victim’s
possessions! Some other suspect is going on a
trip now! Hopefully they have their boarding
pass ready because the unknown suspect has
everything they need for a relaxing trip. The
stolen items include a laptop, microphone,
clothing, makeup and passport.
The victim claimed security cameras are in the
lobby, possibly catching the jetsetter.

Lights, Cameras… Larceny!
An officer took a larceny walk-in report on May
20 at around 3 pm.
The incident occurred roughly at midnight
on May 12. An employee of J&S Audio
Visual, an audio and video equipment supplier
located in Texas, made the report. Boston did
not welcome this company warmly because
the employee reported that four LED lights
and a large speaker vanished from the Hilton
Hotel, located at 40 Dalton Street. So much for
hospitality.
This is apparently the third theft from the
Hilton since March. Hotel stayers beware!
A storage closet in the hotel hosted the
equipment but only one person used a key
to enter the same closet that weekend.
The hotel refused to give the suspect’s
name to the employee but the hotel
security did say they would investigate.
The stolen items totaled up to more than
$1,600.

No Parking
On May 22 around 2:30 pm, an officer responded to a radio call for an illegally parked vehicle.
The vehicle parked in a spot with a posted
moving permit on Marlborough Street. No
vehicles were permitted to park in the spot from 7
am until 5 pm, but the driver might not think the
rules apply to them.
Officers were more than courteous to the illegally
parked vehicle. A phone number for the registered
driver had been discovered and officers attempted
to call the owner. No answer.
An officer even went out of his way to visit the
owner’s home. No answer. Officers had no other
choice, they towed the vehicle.
Craigslist Con
Officers responded to a fraud report on May 22
at 3:05 pm.
Officers met with a father and daughter who
explained that they were scammed out of $2,600
on a Craigslist advertisement. The duo looked
for apartments on the website and found a fully
furnished one bedroom apartment with a gym in
Fenway for only $1,300. This was the first red flag.
The father and unknown suspect kept in constant
communication via email.
The duo was not local to Boston, so they
probably didn’t know it is near impossible to find
such a unit. Alas, the father signed a lease for the
daughter and wired the money. The next day, the
father and daughter traveled to Boston to view the
apartment.
They were shocked when the building had no
clue what they were talking about.
The father notified the bank and filed a complaint
with Craigslist. Never trust a Craigslist ad.
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Secret Admirer
On May 27 around 8 pm, a victim walked in to
the District 4 police station to make a harassment
report.
The victim stated that he entered the Prudential
Center to use the Boston Sports Club gym. Per
usual manner, the victim placed his belongings
in the men’s locker room and continued on his
way. When he returned though, he discovered a
subjectively sweet surprise.
As he opened his locker, the victim discovered
something that was not there before. Some may
say it’s flattering, others may say it’s harassment, but
the victim found a note from an unknown suspect
which complimented the victim’s appearance in a
quite straightforward, crude manner.
“… Sorry if this came on strong” the note ended,
signed with “guy in the red hat” and a little P.S.:
“kind of shy.”
Apparently, it did come on strong and the receiving end of the love letter considered it harassment.
Maybe next time the guy in the red hat can start
with a simple “hello.”
Check Your Checks
Around 10 am on May 29, an officer took a
walk-in report for fraudulent activity at PL$ Check
Cashing, located at 781 Tremont Street.
The store manager came in to make a report of
a man cashing checks from his mother. But this
man was no mama’s boy. The suspect cashed a
check earlier in the week for around $300, but the
signature was forged. The check bounced.
The suspect also cashed two other checks in the same
week, all from his sweet ol’ mother. The store manager
let officers know the name and address of the suspect.
Continued on Page 8
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Arts for the People!

On Beacon Hill

The annual Beacon Hill Art Walk was held last Saturday, giving art lovers a chance to appreciate (and buy) local creations and explore the Hill’s back alleys.

In the Fenway
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Red Sox Testing
Uber Locations

Porchfest Enters
Its Second Year

By Joe Walsh
Dozens of Fenway porches, parks and
plazas will fill with music from local artists
on Saturday, June 15, during the second
annual Fenway Porchfest.
This year’s Porchfest will feature an
expanded lineup of 86 musical acts across
37 venues. Visitors can listen to live music
on residents’ porches and in unconventional
spots like the Museum of Fine Arts entrance,
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several neighborhood parks and the steps of
Symphony Hall.
Organizers say they included as many local
acts as possible, aiming to connect neighborhood artists with residents who might not
have discovered them otherwise. Every act
is from Greater Boston and about one third
have ties to the Fenway.
The event’s organizers hope to address
Continued on Page 8

By Joe Walsh
The Red Sox are testing two designated
pickup locations for ride-hailing apps
like Uber and Lyft near Fenway Park this
season, part of the team’s effort to manage
traffic congestion caused by gameday fans.
Team officials presented their transportation plans to residents at a neighborhood
meeting last Tuesday night.
The park’s new pickup locations are
located on Boylston Street near Ross Way
and Beacon Street near Maitland Street,
alongside an additional Boylston Street
location the city is testing. The team began
piloting pickup locations in conjunction
with the city last season and is looking to
refine the program this year.
Increased traffic from the proposed
Fenway Theater project, which would
create a 5,400 seat performing arts center
adjacent to Fenway Park, is not the sole
driving force behind the team’s pickup
pilot, says Red Sox Senior Vice President
David Friedman. Still, the team says it
hopes to improve traffic in anticipation of
the theater.
Ride-hailing services carry a growing
share of Red Sox spectators to and from the
park, Friedman says. The team estimates
that about 16% of the Fenway Theater’s

future patrons will use ride-hailing and
taxi services to travel to the venue, adding
hundreds of car trips. Friedman says pickup
locations will prevent ballpark and theater
visitors from flooding into the surrounding
neighborhood and ordering drivers in
arbitrary locations.
“We don’t think it’s a complete silver
bullet to solve all the traffic problems in the
City of Boston,” Friedman told The Boston
Guardian. “[But] it’s our best shot right
now at addressing one of the issues.”
The team also plans to rebuild the
Lansdowne and Ipswich Street intersection,
widen sidewalks and add bus shelters in
anticipation of the Fenway Theater.
Some residents expressed worry at
Tuesday’s meeting that the Fenway Theater
will aggravate the area’s already gnarled
traffic issues, particularly in light of the
area’s current building boom. They urged
team officials to push for a comprehensive
traffic plan that takes all area developments
into account.
“The Red Sox should lead the charge,”
says Kristen Mobilia, a Fenway resident
and candidate for City Council’s District 8.
Friedman says the Red Sox are working
with all the major developers in the
Continued on Page 8
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In the South End

Health Center Merger
May Be Just the Start

Residents Say Not
In Their Back Yard
By Dan Rabb
A proposed Worcester Street development linked to the continued preservation of more than 170 units of affordable
housing is not sitting well with some
neighborhood residents.
Maine
based
developer
LIHC
Investment Group, formerly known
as Low Income Housing Corporation,
unveiled plans this week to build a 60 unit
market rate apartment building on the
site of a parking lot and small recreational
space for the Concord Houses, twin
blocks of deeply subsidized apartments
on Tremont Street. The Worcester Street
project would consist exclusively of rental
units, with a ground level garage and 19
outdoor parking spaces.
LIHC purchased the Concord Houses
complex in 2015 as the income restrictions on the property were about to expire.
The company negotiated an enormously
complicated series of transactions with
both state and federal housing authorities
to ensure that nearly all of the building’s
units remain heavily subsidized for the
next 20 years.
Now, LIHC leadership says the
company will guarantee those income
restrictions for 40 years if they can build
the proposed market rate units on the
undeveloped section of the property.
“This is kind of a unique concept,”
LIHC Co-Principal Charlie Gendron
told the South End Forum at its Tuesday
meeting. “At the end of the day, the whole
development will be 71% affordable.”
However, not all residents are enthused.
A vocal and increasingly organized
segment of residents in the Concord
Square area say the planned development is a threat to the character of the
neighborhood. The group points to the
size of the building, which would be more
substantial and densely occupied than the
adjacent row houses. The neighbors are
also not pleased with the building’s more

modern aesthetic.
Neighbors also say the building would
eliminate a rare green space. While much
of the plot is a parking lot, the project
would necessitate the removal of trees
and displace a small grassy picnic area.
However, the development team is quick
to point out that the privately owned
picnic area is mostly kept locked and off
limits.
Those at the forefront of the neighborhood opposition acknowledge that, for
them, any development on the proposed
site is a non-starter.
“We feel there’s already enough density
in this area that any project would be too
much,” says Jill Christians, an abutter of
the proposed project. “We already have
more density than most other blocks in
the area.”
Christians also rejects the idea that her
group is standing in the way of much
needed affordable housing.
“They have already confirmed 20 years
of affordability without this project
happening, so the added affordability has
already been achieved and set in place,”
she says. “I understand this project keeps
the buildings affordable for years 20
through 40, but LIHC has already scored
a win with 20 years and we applaud that.
That’s a victory in and of itself, and
putting a market rate project doesn’t help
anything.”
While that stance might infuriate
affordable housing advocates, the resident
group may have the law on their side. The
project site is zoned only for recreation
and open space, meaning the developers
will need a zoning variance to build.
While such variances are fairly common,
sustained opposition could turn the tide
again LIHC during the city’s mandated
review process.
The developers say they hope to formally file plans with the city in the coming
weeks.

By Dan Rabb
The South End Community Health
Center (SECHC) will soon have new
leadership from across the harbor.
SECHC signed a merger agreement
with the East Boston Neighborhood
Health Center (EBNHC) this week,
a move that will see the South End
facility effectively absorbed into
the larger East Boston provider. All
of SECHC’s 191 employees will
retain their jobs, although CEO Bill
Walczak will step down prior to the
merger’s completion. The agreement
must still be approved by state and
federal regulators.
Post merger, the expanded EBNHC
will support approximately 1,200
employees and 100,000 patients, with
an operating budget of around $165
million. While SECHC will continue
to operate under its current name, its
board will be disbanded.
Escalating operating expenses drove
SECHC to pursue the merger, officials
say. They say that joining EBNHC,
already the largest community health
center in the country, will streamline
administrative costs and lead to more
money for patient services.
“It’s a wonderful thing that’s

happening because it places us in a
larger organization that’s also primary
care focused,” says the departing
Walczak. “This change gives us a lot
more freedom as far as meeting the
needs of the South End.”
Experts say the merger, the first of
its kind in the Boston area, may be a
precursor to further consolidation of
Boston’s community health centers.
Many of the costs endemic to the
medical industry, from electronic
records and billing to employee
insurance, are reduced at scale,
according to former Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center CEO Paul
Levy. Larger organizations are more
efficient and have more bargaining
power with contractors, which can
make a huge difference for non-profits serving patients on Medicaid and
providing uncovered social services.
“That we’re starting to see these
mergers has been inevitable because
the economic case for it is so strong,”
says Levy. “There are so many of
these small community health centers
and each one has to duplicate a lot of
the administrative systems and costs
that are inherent in providing care.”
Continued on Page 8
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Plaza
Continued from Page 3
neighborhood currently has a dearth of open
spaces and almost no suitable playgrounds,
notes Shukla. More family friendly spaces
like playgrounds are essential, he says, if the
neighborhood hopes to retain residents with
children.
“The chief issue that most residents grapple
with is lack of dedicated open space that is
safe, welcoming and accessible,” Shukla said.
Shukla says a playscape steps away from
City Hall will send a clear message that the
city values families’ needs. He adds that
neighborhood groups will make use of the
small event spaces scattered around the
redesigned plaza, another opportunity for
residents to activate a plaza that frequently
sits empty.
“There’s no reason that a world-class city
like Boston can’t have a world-class City
Hall Plaza,” Shukla said.
City officials hope smaller gathering spaces
will inject more life into the plaza on a
day-to-day basis, whereas the current layout,
which dates to the 1960s, often feels empty

Police Report
Continued from Page 4
Coffeehouse Commotion
District 4 officers responded to a
call about an individual assaulting
customers at Pavement Coffeehouse,
1334 Boylston Street, on May 30 at
about 11 am.
The suspect must not have had his
morning cup of joe because prior to
the 911 call he entered Pavement and
began to shout, scaring customers.
When asked to leave, the suspect
then pushed customers.
An innocent dog walking bystander
stopped to take a peek at the coffeehouse commotion as the suspect
exited. The suspect then kicked one
of the dogs, a yellow lab, in the ribs,
causing the poor pup to yelp and
hide. The suspect apparently hurt
one other dog as well.
After chasing down the suspect
who was identified to officers by
two patrons, the suspect was taken
under arrest for animal cruelty.
Officers transported the suspect to
Boston Medical Center for a mental
evaluation.

Red Sox Meeting
Continued from Page 6
neighborhood to coordinate their work,
though he emphasized that traffic planning
falls within the city’s jurisdiction, not the
team’s.
The team aims to start construction

and intimidating when devoid of major
events. The new design will leave an open
space suitable for 12,000 person crowds,
which officials say is more appropriate than
the much larger current expanse.
The city is also aiming for adaptability.
The event spaces will include “plug and
play” utility connections, eliminating the
expense and hassle incurred when event
organizers run wiring throughout the plaza.
Officials say the design has few permanent
structures, allowing the city to change the
layout in accordance with future needs.
Initial construction on the redesign’s first
phase, which includes the playscape and
most event spaces, will begin this fall after
time for public feedback, officials say. Future
phases, which will tackle the plaza’s southern
end, do not currently have a firm timeline or
funding stream.
The city hopes to redesign and modernize
City Hall alongside the plaza upgrades,
making both the building and the plaza
more open and inviting public spaces.
“There are so many opportunities for
moments within the plaza to stop and find
yourself having a peaceful moment,” Chief of
Operations Patrick Brophy said. “We want
it to be a place, rather than a cut-through.”

Disturbing the Peace
Around 9:30 pm on June 1, two
officers responded to a radio call to investigate a person at the House of Blues, 15
Lansdowne Street.
House of Blues security removed the
suspect after he harassed bartenders and
threatened to knockout other employees.
To the suspect, this removal was completely
uncalled for, so the suspect called 911
himself to report the security.
In an unforeseen turn of events, the suspect
then became indignant and refused to leave
the premises unless cuffed and taken away
in a cruiser. He did all this while shouting
obscenities at officers and gathering an
audience of bystanders. Those bystanders
got two shows for the price of one that night.
Officers spent nearly 30 minutes attempting to reason with the unruly suspect, as did
the bystanders who yelled for him to leave.
But of course, the suspect couldn’t make it
easy on himself and he threatened an officer.
The suspect was under arrest for disturbing
the peace, disorderly person, resisting arrest
and threats.
The cherry on top of it all is when the
suspect was driven to the station and
claimed he should not be arrested
because he was white.

on the Fenway Theater at the end of this
season, with a slated late 2021 opening.
Ultimately, team officials say the theater
will benefit the neighborhood and the city,
adding a venue for midsize concerts and
comedy shows that does not currently exist.
“This theater would fill a critical market
need,” Friedman said. “We think it has
great potential for quality of life.”
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Finish Work
Windows & Doors
Additions
Painting
Roofing
Gutters
Decks
Demolition
Masonry
Plumbing
Electrical
HVAC

Gerry DiPierro
President

Brownstone
Construction

Construction Supervisor
Painting – Remodeling – Tile

Free Estimates
(774) 240-5474
Licensed - Insured

The Boston Guardian
To Advertise
Call 857-265-3022

617-592-6447
www.dipierroconstruction.com
info@dipierroconstruction.com
Fully Licensed & Insured

Porchfest
Continued from Page 6
a perceived dearth of community
centered music events in the Fenway,
even though the neighborhood is rich
with venues and performers. They
say residents can take ownership of
Porchfest, especially if they signed up
to perform or host a concert on their
front steps.
“We were really aiming for something
that belonged to the community,” says
Marie Fukuda of the Fenway Civic
Association, which organized the event
alongside the Fenway Community
Development Corporation and the
Fenway Alliance.
The musicians represent a diverse
slate of genres including rap, spoken
word, percussion, electronic music and
world music. This extends beyond the
acoustic fare that dominates Porchfest
events in some other Boston area
communities. Several college and youth
groups will perform, including the
Boston Symphony Children’s Choir and
a number of acts from Berklee College.
“We were kind of, in some ways, a
natural to host Porchfest because we
have such great access to musicians,”
says Fenway Alliance Executive Director
Kelly Brilliant.
Event planners encourage attendees to
graze throughout the dozens of venues

Health Center
Continued from Page 6
According to Levy, nonprofit community based providers like SECHC will steer
these saving toward their patients.
“I think it’s a good thing for the
community,” he says. “I would like to see
more of it happen throughout Boston,
because I think doing so could only
benefit the citizenry.”
Such mergers are not more common
due to the unwillingness of boards and
CEO’s to relinquish control, according to
Levy. He says the decision by Walczac and

and check out various artists during the
event’s four-hour runtime. While some
venues can accommodate crowds of
up to 150 people, Brilliant says, most
venues are conducive to smaller, more
intimate concerts.
As a result, the groups behind
the event hope to connect residents
with each other. The range of small,
informal outdoor venues allows the
neighborhood to gather together in a
casual setting, organizers say.
“Sometimes, in these more dense
neighborhoods, it can be harder for
folks to connect,” says Helen Murphy,
special projects coordinator for the
Fenway Community Development
Corporation. “It’s a way to get folks
out of their homes and connecting with
each other. How better to do that than
through music?”
Similar outdoor music events have
gained popularity in Jamaica Plain,
Somerville and other communities, but
the Fenway’s more densely populated
layout and its lack of homes with
porches made this iteration of the
Porchfest concept somewhat unconventional. Still, organizers hope to recast
the neighborhood’s museums, churches,
performance halls and civic landmarks
as spaces to gather.
“We want our community to see these
places as theirs to experience,” Brilliant
said. “These really are the porches of
the Fenway.”
the SECHC board to eliminate their own
roles is a rarity and perhaps indicative of
the existential threat rising costs present
to the area’s neighborhood health centers.
Unlike in the for-profit sector, leaders
have no personal financial incentive to
walk away from their jobs.
It’s a conflict of interest to which
SECHC’s Walczac is now intimately
acquainted.
“In for-profit mergers, the losing
CEO becomes a multimillionaire. In
the nonprofit sector, the losing CEO
ends up like me, looking for another
job.”
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Let the Dragons Roar!!!

Photos: Shawn Read

Boston Chinatown Neighborhood Center (BCNC) celebrated half a century of ensuring children, youth and families have the resources and support needed to achieve greater
economic success and social well-being last Thursday. The non-profit marked this milestone by raising over $1 million with over 600 guests in attendance at the Intercontinental Hotel.
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Our Local Real Estate

By Caroline Broderick
Staying at the Bellevue Hotel in the early 1900s was
every elite’s dream. Welcomed by the striking architecture
of the lobby with extensive ceilings and marble throughout, you feel like an elite even if you do not consider
yourself one.
Built in 1899, the Old Bellevue Hotel was a spot made
for the noble, upper-class Bostonians and visitors alike.
With a location so prime as the Bellevue’s on 21 Beacon
Street, residents sleep in luxury and have the entirety of
Boston’s hotspots as their playground. The Bellevue was
built across from the Boston Common, snug neighbors
with the Massachusetts State House, steps away from the
T and placed perfectly between Beacon Hill, Downtown
and the North End.
Bellevue is so iconic that John F. Kennedy resided in
one of the extravagant units in 1946 as did his grandfather and former mayor, John F. Fitzgerald.
Advertised in the early 1900s with “cuisine unexcelled,”

“excellent music” and “near all theatres and large stores,”
not much has changed. The hotel converted into a
residential building in 1981 but the stone-carved name
of Bellevue still welcomes residents home.
Today, Bellevue is more commonly known as 21 Beacon
Street but it has not lost any of its charm and luxury.
Unit 9i shows this with its crown molding, five-panel
doors and parquet wood flooring. But the unit does not
only have these charming, classic features but also two
bedrooms, two bathrooms and an unmatchable view.
The State House’s silhouette can be seen from every
window in this home. If you look closely, you can see the
gold foil top in all its glory right outside your window,
a sight unseen by many. A large, oversized window
in each room not only shows off the view from every
angle, but fills the home with natural light. If the view
couldn’t get any better from the ninth floor, head up to
the common rooftop deck with views of the State House,
lush Common and even the Charles River. The building

is taller than most surrounding, so the view is one of the
most unique.
At 897 square feet, this unit has all the amenities and
space without overloading a resident with size. Storage
is no issue here either. With a large entryway closet,
expansive built-in storage space, and a walk-in master
closet, there is a place for everything. The master comfortably fits a king-sized bed and has a recently updated full
bathroom.
The kitchen is a gem of this home with dark, warm
Cherrywood custom cabinetry and granite countertops.
The elongated, rectangle shape of the kitchen and living
area allows for extra dining room space and an open
cooking area.
The $1.095 million unit is professionally managed
with concierge, included utilities, washer and dryer on
every floor, elevators and pets are allowed. Contact Scott
Johnson of William Raveis Real Estate at (617) 290-7428
for a showing or more information.
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Open Houses
Price

Address

$6,999,000
$3,995,000
$3,650,000
$3,595,000
$3,350,000
$3,275,000
$3,100,000
$2,995,000
$2,800,000
$2,395,000
$2,195,000
$1,975,000
$1,679,000
$1,590,000
$1,395,000
$1,299,000
$1,249,000

Type Pkg Beds Baths

5 Joy St PH
142 Chestnut St #7
27 Isabella St #5
77 Montgomery St
10 Bond St
100 Beacon St #1C
36 Dwight St #1
242 Beacon St #8
11 Claremont Pk #2
73 Marlborough St #6
41-43 Phillips St #1
95 Beacon St #11
21 Follen St #1
48 Beacon St #1R
360 Newbury St #401
9-11 Harcourt St #501
40 S Russell St #1

C
C
C
SF
SF
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

0
1
2
2
0
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

4
3
3
5
4
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
2
1
2

3.5
3.5
2.5
3.5
4
2.5
3.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
2.5
1.5
2
1
2

SF
3,828
3,480
2,636
3,927
3,317
1,984
2,545
1,986
2,090
2,078
1,739
1,225
1,464
1,448
1,206
926
1,168

Open House

Phone

Sat 12-1:30
(617) 645-5888
Sun 2-3:30
(617) 510-8565
Sun 12:30-1:30
(617) 796-6084
Sun 12-1
(617) 266-4430
Sun 1-2
(617) 905-7379
Sun 12-1
(617) 236-0711
Sun 1:30-3
(617) 650-1149
Sun 11:30-1
(617) 901-3664
Sun 12-1
(857) 362-1735
Sun 12:30-2
(617) 413-0888
Sun 12-1
(617) 861-3631
Sun 11:30-1
(617) 529-4461
Sun 12-1
(617) 733-7660
Mon 5-6
(617) 699-4446
Sun 1:30-2:30
(617) 905-7379
Sat 12-1:30,Sun 11:30-1 (617) 678-6923
Sat11:30-12:30,Sun11:30-1 (617) 206-3333

BREWSTER & BERKOWITZ
REAL ESTATE

Beacon Hill Townhouse - 160 Mount Vernon Street

This inviting and aesthetically pleasing four story townhouse built in 1871 is in excellent
condition. The current owners, who have resided there for 34 years, have brought the
house into the 21st century while retaining historic details. There is sensational light and
lovely views from both the front and rear. The house has a wonderful, spacious roof deck,
gracious rooms, central a/c and a beautiful garden which has been on The Beacon Hill
Garden Tour. The building foundation has been underpinned and the garden level has
been totally renovated. There is a full on-site parking space. This is a “must-see.”

$6,250,000

sallytbrewster@gmail.com ~ 617-367-0505
visit our website www.brewberk.com

COLDWELL BANKER
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Back Bay | $2,995,000
242 Beacon Street - Unit 8
Leslie Adam 617-901-3664

OPEN HOUSE: Sunday 11:30am-1pm

COLDWELL B

Back Bay | $2,750,000
30 Commonwealth Ave - Unit 2
Marilyn Brandt 617-840-1878

Back Bay | $2,295,000
274 Beacon Street - Unit 2R
Rebecca Davis Tulman 617-510-5050
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Back Bay | $2,995,000
242 Beacon Street - Unit 8
Leslie Adam 617-901-3664

P

OPEN HOUSE: Sunday 11:30am-1pm

Beacon Hill | $2,350,000
28 Garden Street
Rebecca Davis Tulman 617-510-5050

Back Bay | $1,795,000
180 Beacon Street - Unit 3F
Marilyn Brandt 617-840-1878

Back Bay | $1,395,000 EACH
285 Beacon Street Unit 5A & 5B
Bradford Rowell 617-905-4376

Beacon Hill | $2,350,000
COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM

28 Garden Street
Rebecca Davis Tulman 617-510-5050

66 Beacon Street, Second Floor, Beacon Hill | 617.904.2000

Back Bay | $2,750,00
30 Commonwealth A
Marilyn Brandt 617-8

Falmouth | $2,139,000
321 Grand Avenue
Joseph Sullivan 617-733-6138
Back Bay | $1,795,000
180 Beacon Street - Unit 3F
Marilyn Brandt 617-840-1878

Back Bay | $1,395,00
285 Beacon Street U
Bradford Rowell 617-

The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Although the information is believed to be accurate, it is not warranted and you should not rely upon it
without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated with COLDWELL BANKER RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE are independent contractor sales associates, not employees. ©2019 COLDWELL BANKER RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE. All Rights Reserved. COLDWELL BANKER RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE
fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC. Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks owned by Coldwell Banker Real Estate LLC.

COLDWELLBANKERHOMES.COM

66 Beacon Street, Second Floor, Beacon Hill | 61

The property information herein is derived from various sources that may include, but not be limited to, county records and the Multiple Listing Service, and it may include approximations. Althoug
without personal verification. Real estate agents affiliated with COLDWELL BANKER RESIDENTIAL BROKERAGE are independent contractor sales associates, not employees. ©2019 COLDWELL BANK
fully supports the principles of the Fair Housing Act and the Equal Opportunity Act. Owned by a subsidiary of NRT LLC. Coldwell Banker and the Coldwell Banker Logo are registered service marks own
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